Abstract

Accessing relevant pages is the primary focus of the search techniques of Web 2.0 whereas accessing relevant semantic associations is the main focus of search techniques of Web 3.0 called the Semantic Web. Discovering relevant semantic associations is especially useful in many applications such as National Security, Business Intelligence, Pharmacy, and Genetics. Semantic associations are the complex relationships between two entities such as people, places, events, publications, organizations etc. They lend meaning to information, making it understandable and actionable, and provide new and possibly unexpected insights. One of the criteria to find relevant semantic associations is based on context which captures user’s domain of interest. Existing methods define context based on the concepts or regions selected from the ontology at the schema level but not based on user interested relationships. Due to this, sometimes user gets too many associations which further require a search for relevant associations. To overcome this problem, this paper proposes a method to define the context both based on user interested concepts and the relationships so that user can get more relevant associations. To experiment the proposed method, SWETO ontology has been used and the results show that the proposed method discovers more relevant semantic associations.
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